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Quran with bangla meaning

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Assalamu alaikum for everyone. Do you recite the Holy Quran Sharif on a regular basis? If so, then we are here to help you recite the Majid Quran way more conveniently. You can get the entire Sharif Quran in our request Holy Koran Bengali. Interested readers can access this app with just a few taps that
will help them add more penchant to the Koran. We are now driving the busiest life that sometimes we can't carry the Holy Koran maze in our small bag. In this circumstance, if we need any ayat of the Koran at any time, then the medium or something of the medium kind of Koran we need, which can hold the entire holy Koran in a body. You can only use this app to eradicate this type of difficulty. This is how
this app can help you. Each knows that there are totally 6236 ayats in Al-Koran and a reader will receive ten sawab for a letter of the Koran. Recitation of the holy Quran Sharif: There is no doubt that the Koran Sharif is the best guide in this world. Our Al-Quran Bangla app maintains how the book form of the Majeed Quran is maintained. So a reader might not face any problem at the time of recitation.
Therefore, with honor and respect, you can keep reading it through this Bangla Quran application as you read the book of the Sharif Quran before. With this Islamic book app, you receive the Hafizi Koran with real page-curl experience. This is not just a textual application, it is a Koran audio application. You can listen to the telwat of The Koran ayats continuously (internet connection required). You can
search for words or topic in Bengali on this Koran app. Mark ayat/verse you like/quote. Share the ayat/verse you want. Features :1. Quran meaning in Bangla by Mulana Muhiuddin Khan1. Search for Sura2. Search by topic / word3. Hafizi Quran (Para / Juz &amp; Sura List)4. Play audio lyrics after verse5. Play audio with bangla translation6. Mark ayat / verse7. Share ayat / verse8. Three reciters for the
verse of the verse Quran Audio - Abdullah Ali Jabir - Maher al-Muaiqly - Abdur-Rahman as-Sudais - Optimized for iOS 11- Various bugs fixed This application really helps me recite sharif quaraan in a very easy way. Thank you very much. This app is great.. any Ayaat can find by searching for them.. this option is very useful for recitators and speaker.. Thank! This is a very nice apps so far I've seen apps
about Islamic practice. Subhan Allah! There are additional features with Al-Quraan that are very much of use for any particular Muslims in the trip. Masha Allah! I want to suggest to my family members, friends, colleagues and other people known to use it as a useful, but I can not change the format from Ulhamdulillah to Alhamdulillah. I ask the author, please give me a solution. May Allah bless your entire
team. Team.
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